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In Ref. [1], a procedure of geometric integration of 3D guiding center orbits was introduced

where the set of guiding center equations is reduced to a linear ODE set with piece-wise con-

stant coefficients. There, high order interpolation of electromagnetic fields is replaced by a spe-

cial linear interpolation within spatial cells preserving the Hamiltonian nature of the equations.

Thus, computational effort and noise sensitivity are reduced while retaining the conservation

of total energy, magnetic moment and phase space volume. The adverse consequence of above

linearization is diffusive behaviour of orbits. Therefore, in real space coordinates, that method

is applicable to weakly perturbed toroidal fields such as tokamaks with external 3D perturba-

tions where the artficial diffusion is quadratic with the perturbation amplitude and can be made

negligibly small by grid refinement. In this work, an application to stellarator fields is presented

where straight field line magnetic flux coordinates are used where the artificial diffusion be-

comes a quadratic function of the Larmor radius, i.e. small even for essentially 3D fields.

Since coefficients of the linear ODE set are discontinuous at spatial cell boundaries, orbit inter-

sections with those boundaries must be computed exactly when integrating particle trajectories.

In Ref. [1], the linear ODE set is solved numerically by the Runge-Kutta method and intersec-

tions with cell boundaries are found by Newton’s method. Here instead, an analytical solution

of the ODE set in the form of a polynomial series is used where the intersections are known an-

alytically up to the 4th polynomial order. This is true also for path integrals over dwell times in

spatial cells used within Monte Carlo procedures for the evaluation of velocity space moments

of the distribution function.

This method is tested within Monte Carlo computation of neoclassical transport coefficients,

where it shows a significant computation speed advantage. Furthermore, the applicability of

the method for edge plasma modeling using local magnetic coordinates which are valid for a

general magnetic field topology is also studied.
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